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This story is about Datiz a fisherman's son and Splash the talking Whale Shark. The
story takes place in Mantanani Island, off the North West coast of Malasia.
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Every day after school, Datiz meets his father on the shores of his island, Mantanani.
They take their boat to the coral reefs to catch fish. Datiz loves the sea, especially
swimming with the sea creatures. Datiz and his father catch many types of fish to
sell at the market and to cook at home. The sea is so important to the people of
Mantanani. Fishermen catch fish to sell at the market, and people buy them to cook
and eat.
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Every March the whale sharks swim past Mantanani as they migrate from the
Philippines to Australia. Everyone comes to the beach to swim with them.
Whale sharks are the ocean’s largest fish, and they can live to be 100 years old.
Despite their enormous size, whale sharks are gentle and kind. They spend most of
their time near coral reefs eatingthe tiny sea creatures called plankton.
Datiz is always waiting for March to see his friend Splash, the talking whale shark.
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One day Datiz’s uncle from the neighboring island of Sapi comes to Mantanani. He
teaches Datiz and his father a new technique called blast fishing. “You will catch just
as many fish, but in much less time,” he says. “Before all the fish disappeared from
Sapi, we used to fish like this and live like kings.”
Datiz and his father try this method, and catch many fish. When the other fishermen
see this, they all start blast fishing, too.
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Soon, March arrives and the people of Mantanani are more excited than ever!
Datiz dives into the water to find Splash. The two friends swim around the coral
reef and talk about the adventures they have had since they last saw each other.
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Suddenly, they hear a loud BOOM! They see a mess of bubbles, broken coral, and
dead fish floating to the surface.
Terrified, Datiz hops on Splash’s back, and they swim as fast as they can towards
Datiz’s boat. There, they see a fisherman from Datiz’s village throwing fish bombs
into the water.
Datiz had never seen blast fishing from underwater. He is horrified to see that it is
destroying the coral reefs. Splash says, “I’m worried I won’t see you next year. I saw
this happen on another island, and now we whale sharks can’t stop there, because
there are no more coral reefs and plankton for us to eat.”
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“Stop!” Datiz yells at the fisherman. “The fish bombs are destroying the coral reefs.”
“What are you talking about?” asks the fisherman.
“You have to stop throwing the bombs, or the reefs will disappear, and the whale
sharks won’t come back next year!” exclaims Datiz.
“This is how everyone catches fish now. I cannot afford to catch less fish than the
other fishermen. I need to sell them at the market,” says the fisherman.
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Datiz makes a plan. First, he will tell all the fisherman on the island about what he
saw. To fix this problem, all the fisherman have to stop blast fishing.
But when Datiz approaches the fishermen, his father explains, “Blast fishing has
given us more fish to sell at the market, and the merchant doesn’t care how the fish
are caught.”
Datiz realizes this is a bigger problem than he thought.
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Datiz realizes it’s not just the fishermen. He decides to talk to the merchant. The
merchant explains, “Since the fishermen have started selling me more fish, more
chefs have been buying fish from me. They don’t care how the fish are caught.”
So, Datiz goes to his local restaurant to meet the chef. The chef tells him, “Since
the merchants have so many fish, I have been buying them cheaply and selling meals
at lower prices. My customers love the low prices. They don’t care how the fish are
caught.”
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Datiz realizes he needs to tell the customers at the market that if blast fishing
continues, they will not be able to swim with the whale sharks anymore.
Datiz asks Splash to bring him to Sapi, where blast fishing has destroyed the coral
reefs. Datiz is shocked that he sees no fish and no colorful coral reefs, only murky
waters and shattered reefs. He takes pictures to show to the people back home.
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Datiz swims to the island. He sees one lone fishermen on the beach working on his
boat. The fisherman is surprised to see Datiz and asks what he is doing on Sapi. Datiz
replies, “I am here to learn about what happened to your coral reefs, can you tell me
the story?”
The fisherman responds, “It is a very sad story. Our island used to be full of fish and
beautiful coral reefs. The whale sharks would come every year until we started blast
fishing. We were catching so many fish, and no one cared about the reefs. We were
just happy to have a surplus of fish. Finally, one year, the whale sharks did not come,
and there were no more fish to catch. Then we dove under the water and saw the
coral had died. There was no place for the fish to live and no food for them to eat.
Now all we can do is wait for our coral reefs to grow back.”
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Datiz rushes back to Splash and tells her the fisherman’s story. They decide they
must tell the people of Mantanani that blast fishing in not sustainable. If people
continue blast fishing, soon there will be no more coral reefs and no more fish for
people to eat.
It is time for Splash to join the other whale sharks to continue their journey. Datiz
promises Splash that he will share the story of Sapi and convince his community to
care how their fish are caught, so they can save their coral reefs and the whale
sharks can continue to visit their island.
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Datiz works all night, printing out the pictures from the coral reefs of Sapi, and
learning more about the terrible effects of blast fishing.
The next day at school, Datiz shows his class the pictures and tells them how
important it is that they catch fish in a sustainable way. One student asks, “But what
can we do?”
Datiz explains, “When we buy fish, we have to demand that the fish be caught in a
sustainable way. If not, soon we won’t have any fish, and worst of all, the whale sharks
will stop coming!” The other students rush home to tell their families.
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A few days later the chef asks to speak with Datiz. “All my customers suddenly want
the fish I cook to be sustainably caught! What do I do?”
Datiz shows his pictures of Sapi and explains that even though the chef has plenty of
fish for his customers now, it is not sustainable. Soon, there will be no fish for him to
serve. The chef says, “I will no longer buy fish that have been caught using fish
bombs, and I will encourage the other restaurants to do the same. We must share
your story with the merchant”.
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Datiz and the chef go to the merchant. The merchant says, “Suddenly, my customers
won’t buy fish that were not sustainably caught. I don’t understand.”
Datiz shows him his pictures of Sapi and explains that even though she has many fish
to sell now, soon she will have none. The merchant tells him, “I will no longer accept
fish that were caught with fish bombs. We must share your story with the
fishermen.”
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Datiz, the merchant, and the chef go to speak with the fishermen. The merchant
tells the fishermen that his customers will not buy fish that were caught with fish
bombs.
“We don’t understand, if we are able to catch so many fish, how can this be
unsustainable?” Asks a fisherman.
Datiz shows them his pictures of Sapi and explains that even though they have plenty
of fish now, in a few years there will be no coral reefs and no fish.
Datiz’s father listens with tears in his eyes. He says, “I am so sad that our friends on
Sapi have no more coral reefs and no more fish to eat. We will share this story
with the other fishermen.”
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Next March arrives, and Datiz is excited to see Splash!
The friends swim around the reefs, which are still colorful and full of life. Splash
tells Datiz, “Thank you for teaching the fishermen how to sustainably fish. The reefs
are so beautiful because you never gave up!”
Datiz is happy, but he asks, “What about Sapi? How do their reefs look?”
Splash smiles and says, “Their reefs are getting better. Soon, the people of Sapi will
have plenty of fish to eat and the whale sharks will visit there again.”
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If we protect the coral reefs from further damage, over time they will recover.
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Epilogue: 50 years have passed and the whale sharks continue to migrate from the
Philippines to Australia each year in search of warmer water and more plankton.
Splash brings her family now and remembers the adventures she and Datiz had years
ago as they journeyed past Mantanani. Splash tells the young whale sharks about
blast fishing and how she and Datiz were able to help make a difference. She
remembers how the reefs used to look and smiles as she watches her pups swim and
play through the colorful and lively reefs of Sapi.
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Whale Shark Facts
• Whale sharks are the largest fish in the sea, even
bigger than great white sharks. They can reach
lengths of 12 meters (40 feet).
• An average whale shark weighs 20.6 tons, which
makes it about the size of a school bus.
• Whale sharks prefer warm water and tropical
climates, which means they migrate every spring
toward Australia.
• Whale sharks are docile, and they will sometimes
allow people to grab their fins and swim with them.
• They are not predatory, but rather eat tiny sea
creatures called plankton.
• Whale sharks reach adulthood at around age 25,
and they can live to be 100 or 150 years old.
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Whale sharks (Rhincodon typus) are the largest shark, and indeed largest of any fishes
alive today. They feed on plankton and travel large distances to find enough food to
sustain their huge size, and to reproduce. Whale sharks are found in all the tropical
oceans of the world. Their white spotted colouration makes these gentle giants easy to
distinguish, and popular with snorkelers and divers at sites where they aggregate off the
coast.
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Glossary
Blast fishing (p. 3): using explosives to kill many fish at one time Docile (p.21) easily
managed or handled
Fish bombs (p. 5): an explosive (bomb) used in the water to kill a school of fish all at
once
Migrate (p. 2): to move from one place to another according to the season and the
weather, as many species of animals do
Murky (p. 9): dark and dirty; not clear
Plankton (p. 2): tiny or microscopic creatures floating in the sea or freshwater
Pups (p. 18): baby whale sharks (term used for many baby animals)
Surplus (p. 10): more than what you need; an excess
Sustainable (p. 11): able to be maintained or continued at the current rate
Unsustainable (p. 15): not able to be maintained or continued at the current rate
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